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Do you want to travel the world presenting your work in the top international galleries?
Do you want to perform your concert in the most famous music festivals in the biggest
arenas? Do you want to be the protagonist in that amazing TV show? Or maybe you want
to have your book recreated in a Hollywood movie? Or even, do you want to see your
choreography presented in the most exclusive theatres? 
 
I know… it seems like a dream! Visual artists, musicians, dancers, actors, directors,
architects and all the other artists who cross your mind, usually nurture a desire to live
only on their art.  
 
And it seems to be simple, doesn't it? After all, most of the artists I know can work day and
night and don't mind losing nights of sleep to enjoy a good creative wave. However, in
reality, becoming a full-time artist is not that easy. 

The crushing majority of artists end up having to dedicate their time to an activity that
pays a salary that allows them to live, while they invest just their spare time in their
natural talent. This routine turns out to be often dull, and if it doesn’t return the
investment, the artist ends up giving up their artistic endeavours. 

Thus, the world ends up with fewer and fewer independent artists. 



WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?

THE STARVING
ARTIST

You can make your
Art pays you. You
can make a living

from your talent. It
only depends on

YOU.

Due to the lack of proper guidance,
many of the struggles that artists
encounter along the way end up being
misinterpreted and the solutions they
choose to follow do not usually solve
the problem definitively. That is why,
even when the artist finds a small
success or some support within his
industry, it does not last long. Since
the decisions they make do not give
them the necessary infrastructure to
grow consistently. 

It is very common to see the following
cycle: artists create their art and start
offering it for sale but do not find any
buyers. They see themselves putting
more and more money and effort into
it without seeing any returns. One day,
they start to believe that since they’re
unable to sell it, they need somebody
else to do the job. 

At that time, it becomes a life's
mission to find a music label, an art
gallery, a major publisher or an
agency that will take care of the
sales work for them. At this point,
most artists do not find support in
these institutions and just give up. Or,
if they do find some support and can
close a deal, they get a short-term
contract that usually doesn’t return the
invested amount, and it ends before
the artist can see any relevant growth. 

As an artistic agent, I have seen many
artists running into this cycle without
being able to leave it. In the end, they
blame the market or end up stop
trusting in their techniques or creative
abilities. They give up being artists
and decide to return to the jobs that
paid the bills but did not feed their
souls. 

“This story is
more than
common, I call it
the “Tale of the
Starving Artist”.
Are you living it
too?.”



 
No artist needs an agency, publisher,

gallery or any other organization to be
successful and make a living from their art!

 
.

Artists take this path because they have a
confused view of the Artistic Market. 

Which is ok. 
You are an artist, not a business person.

 
However, as soon as 

this perspective is corrected, 
anyone can become a full-time artist. 

 
You can do that without having to 

abandon your dreams or hide your Art. 

You can start walking
this path right now if
you want to!

I bring great news:
it can be avoided! 

WHAT'S THE SOLUTION?



HEY YOU,
I 'M SUIRA

I am a visual artist’s daughter; therefore, I grew up
inside the Artistic World. At the age of 12, I was
already helping my father with his painting and
sculpture exhibitions. However, I decided to study
business administration at the University, and after
years of working in the financial market at the age
of 23, I decided to open my first company. 

Since then, I’ve learned a lot and invested in new
businesses. For almost a decade, I managed both
aspiring and established musicians and
produced countless artistic productions.

Working in my music agency, I could understand
that many artists miss opportunities because
they don’t have the proper structure to start in
a way that is professional. 

So, I realized I could support them better by guiding
new artists on how to build a professional artistic
business for themselves". 

Today, I dedicate myself to help artists to create
their businesses independently. So, the world
doesn’t need to lose any talents, but they can be
empowered to go further and further.  

I believe Art is the ability to create an emotion in
another person. When we do that, we have the
opportunity to awake the purest feelings in this person
and in ourselves as well. Shared emotions can connect
deeply making us more empathic, sympathetic and
joyful. A world with more Art is more humane, that’s
the reason why I decided to dedicate myself to make
sure that not a single artist gives up on his/her gift. 

"I don’t want you to give up
being an artist."

THE AUTHOR





A TAILORED
MENTORING
PROGRAM

For you, Artist, 

I have developed an exclusive
program combining my wide-
ranging experience in the
Artistic Market with my intense
business knowledge. 

I offer one-on-one mentoring
for artists, like you. 

So, you can create your own
business plan from scratch,
developing your artistic career
in a way that is consistent and
prosperous. 

The methodology is divided
into 5 distinct parts: Mindset,
Purpose, Projection, Structure
and Flow. 

"I dedicate myself
to make sure that
not a single artist
gives up on his/her
special talent"

THE PROGRAM



in the sequence, we will start with an
internal approach. 

Every artist begins to be an artist from
the inside out. You are born with a gift,
with a mission or with a unique vision.
Therefore, the process also needs to
start from the inside as well. As we
analyze your Purpose, we can start to
understand what your essence is and
how we can turn it into a profitable
product that can support your lifestyle,
at the same time it provides the
necessary resources for you to invest
in your passion. 

“We all 
begin with 

zero clients,
zero followers
and zero clue

what we are
doing”

We start with changing the Mindset. 

First of all, we need to forget what we
think we know about being an artist.
Let's leave this blank to start from
scratch, without any prior judgment
that might lead us to the cycle I’ve
mentioned above. Sometimes we
repeat behaviours just because we are
used to them. When we start from
zero, we have the opportunity to try it
again in a different way, therefore,
achieving different results as well. 

LET'S
GO

STEP
BY

STEP

1.MINDSET

4. STRUCTURE

5. FLOW

Once we know who we are, who the
others are and where we are
interacting, we can start creating
Structure, and by structure, you can
understand processes.  

Every business needs processes
to work. These ensure that we are
always doing what is necessary,
without forgetting anything. 

We will analyze each process
individually, so when we put it all
together, you will not only have the
ability to understand the whole, but
also you will understand how each
part interacts and reflects on the
others. 

Finally, we’ll turn on this creative
machine we’ve created and work on
its Flow.  

So far, we were planning your
business and structuring it, now it's
time to press the start button and
see the engines running. For many,
it can be confusing to operate this
machine once it is assembled.
Because there are so many parts! 

The process of directing them can
be a bit overwhelming at a first
glance, so we will simulate activities
and allocate time and space to
them. 

Thus, you will know what you
need to do, how to do it and
when.

So, we have to look outside and
analyze the other and the
environment.  

2. PURPOSE

3. PROJECTION

what the market is, 
who the other characters in this
story are and 
where our fans are. 

We have to position your essence
inside an environment and
understand how it can relate to the
society around it. Here we will take
the time to understand: 

When we look around without
pretending to know what we will
find, we can be surprised in a good
way. This phase I call Projection.



are
you

ready
for your

best life?
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BUI LD YOUR
STRUCTURES

Make your Art
pays in just

5 steps

01

SHAPE  YOUR
MI NDSET

02

F I ND YOU
PURPOSE

03

A D A P T  Y O U R
P R O J E C T I O N

05

KEEP  YOUR
FLOW

In this e-book, I will teach you how you can start
becoming a full-time artist in just 5 steps 



mindset
A R E  Y O U  S U R E  Y O U  W A N T  T O  B E  A
F U L L - T I M E  P R O F E S S I O N A L  A R T I S T ?  
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MAKE SURE
YOU WANT IT

Are you sure you want to become a full-time professional artist? 

To follow this path, you have to love the art you make, it must be
more than just a hobby for you. It needs to be a reason to live.

Being an artist will take your time, your effort and it will also take
a lot of dedication and hard work. That is not for everyone! 

Being a full-time artist is only for those who are decided to
dedicate their body and soul to their Art. 

To find out if you are one of these brave creators, answer the
questions below: 

01 Are you willing to work at least 40 hours a
week on your art? 

02 Would you feel comfortable missing social
events to dedicate yourself to your
artistic work over the weekends? 

03 Are you willing to study your artistic
market and work on it as an entrepreneur
of your talent? 

If you answered yes to all the questions
you are a good candidate to move on and
become an artist! 



purpose
W H Y  D O  Y O U  M A K E  A R T ?  
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FIND YOUR
GOAL

Whenever we start anything, we need to have a goal in mind. 

Knowing why you want to be an artist and also discovering the
purpose of your artwork will help you to find out your niche and
build a fanbase. 

To help you to discover your main essence, answer the questions
below: 

01 What is the most important thing in the
world for you? 

02 If you could change something in the
world to save humanity, what would that
be?  

03 If you could do anything, without worrying
about judgments, or financial returns,
what would you do? 



projection
H O W  D O  Y O U  C O N N E C T  W I T H  Y O U R
A U D I E N C E ?  
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BUILD A
FANBASE

When we want to make a living from our art, we need to have an
audience that is willing to buy what we are offering. To do so, we
need to develop a target audience. 

Knowing who can resonate with your message and connect with
what you do, will help you when it comes to pricing and offering
your products. Do you know who will invest in you and become
your fan? 

Answer the questions below to figure it out: 

01 Which is the group of people who
resonates with the type of art you make?
Think about the age group, gender,
educational level, social class and any
other thing that can make them belong to
the same group

02 Where do these people live and where do
they travel? Which places do they visit (on
and offline)? 

03 What do they like? Which brands do they
buy, which political parties do they vote
to or what do they like to do in their free
time?



structure
D O  Y O U  H A V E  A  P L A N ?  
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CREATE A
ROADMAP

Now it's time to put it all together! 

Let's join your motivation to be an artist with our target
audience’s motivation and create ways to link both. The
connection is the keyword here. Without a connection, there is
no sale. That's why we must make an effort in the previous steps,
trying hard to deeply understand our audience, so we can create
emotions that connect us with them. 

To help you do that, you need to use the internet! Follow the steps
to create the right places for you to meet with your target
audience. 

01 Create a professional Instagram account.
Format it to cause impact and get your
message across it. 

02 Create an online store. Set up the perfect
place where your fans can feel dazzled
and have full access to your offers, as
well as a place they can feel safe enough
to make a purchase 

03 Establish a recurring communication
channel. You can use a YouTube channel,
a blog or a regular newsletter. The most
important thing is not to lose contact
with your fan.



flow
D O  Y O U  K N O W  H O W  T O  K E E P  T H E
M A C H I N E  R U N N I N G ?  
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LET'S GET IT
STARTED

After building your structure it is time to make sure that it is
working correctly. 

Always seek to bring more prospects to your work and convert
them into fans who will buy from you and invest in your talent.
Keep the flow going will make you never have to get a second job
to pay the bills. 

Your artistic work will bring you all the money you need, and you
will be able to: 

Work however you want and wherever
you want, allowing you to travel or work
from home

Work whenever you want, allowing you to
make your own schedule and not having
to be accountable to anyone 

Work independently without relying on an
agent, a producer or any other
middleman to bring you customers and
sales

You can have the freedom and be fully
responsible for your artistic endeavours. 



and now?
D O  Y O U  K N O W  H O W  T O  G O  F O W A R D ?
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"Learning how to
structure your
Artistic Business
will give you the
autonomy you
need to never give
up being an artist
and enrich the
world with more
and more art and
beauty." 

Save your spot for my next online trainning. This program it is a
self learning experience, and the spots are limited. I will offer
you everything you need to know to get your dream off the
ground. In just 12 weeks you will learn and put it into action,
ending up with a unique and prosperous business model that will
lead you to success in the artistic market. 

Every 3 months I open new classes for a limitated number of students, so I can dedicate myself
deeply to each one individually. This program is tested, and it is shaped for artists' needs. Click on the
link below and save your spot on my waiting list right now, spots are filling up fast, let’s make your
dreams come true today! 

THE NEXT STEP

IS UP TO YOU

L E T ' S  B U I L D  Y O U R  A R T I S T I C  F U T U R E  T O G E T H E R

PUT ME ON THE WAITING LIST

https://www.scopeagency.art/bookings-checkout/free-introduction-call
https://www.suira.art/getvisibleandgetpaidonline




If you are
wondering if this
plan is for you... 

...go ahead, click here and check the testimonials, they reflect
the experience of two out of many students I had, who
experienced this life-changing program.

"Starting Suira's Artistic coaching program it's being one of the best decisions in my life. It turned

out to be quite a wonderful journey. I wonder it has been very enlightening in terms of my own

personal characteristics and potential. It's been a great way to reflect and strategize how best I

come about my artistic career. "

Ai, mixed media visual artist, Nigeria

https://www.suira.art/testimonials


I sincerely hope you've been inspired to take action and to build your

dream business because I truly want you to succeed!

 

I know it's possible for you to grow your creative business successfully if you focus on strategies that will
move the needle in your business. And that's when you will not only start getting the results you want,
but you'll also see an increase in motivation at work and overall fun in your life!

SERIOUS ABOUT BUILDING YOUR

CREATIVE BUSINESS?

>> Click here  and check out the online course
>> Get in touch with me and let's see if you could be a good fit
for my mentoring program

Thank you so much for your time! I look forward to connecting! 

Suirá Silvawith love,

www.suira.art
@SuiraArt
suira.art@gmail.com

https://www.suira.art/getvisibleandgetpaidonline
https://www.suira.art/contact
http://www.suira.art/

